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SUBJECT: SECY-18-0026: Proposed Rule:  Financial 
Qualifications Requirements for Reactor Licensing 
(RIN 3150-AJ43) 

In 2014, the Commission directed this rulemaking to amend the financial qualification 
requirements for power reactors to align with financial qualifications standards in 10 C.F.R. Part 
70 to address concerns that new merchant power plant applicants may have difficulty meeting 
the existing financial qualifications standard for power reactors.  I appreciate the staff’s efforts in 
preparing the proposed rule, but in my view, new developments and changed circumstances, 
such as shifts within industry and two separate NRC rulemakings that could address financial 
qualifications requirements, warrant seeking additional stakeholder feedback rather than 
continuing with this standalone rulemaking.  Therefore, I disapprove the proposed rule.  Instead, 
the staff should include the attached questions, which solicit stakeholder feedback on this 
matter, in the Federal Register notice for the Part 53 draft proposed rule.  In addition, the 
Commission will have the opportunity to direct the staff to include the same questions in Federal 
Register notice for the Part 50/52 licensing process alignment rulemaking.   
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Questions for Inclusion in Part 53 Draft Proposed Rule Federal Register Notice 
 
Utility new reactor applicants are exempt under 10 C.F.R. § 50.33(f) from financial qualification 
reviews because they are generically presumed to be financially qualified for construction and 
operations.  In contrast, merchant power plant new reactor applicants are required under 10 
C.F.R. § 50.33(f)(2) to submit information that demonstrates they possess or have reasonable 
assurance of obtaining the funds necessary to cover estimated construction and operating costs 
for the period of the license.  A “merchant power plant applicant” is a non-rate-regulated entity 
(e.g., a nonutility) that engages in the business of production, manufacturing, generating, 
buying, aggregating, marketing, or brokering electricity for sale at wholesale or for retail sale to 
the public.  Over the past decade, the agency has heard some concerns about the challenges 
that merchant power plant applicants face in meeting the current financial qualification 
requirements. 
 
Does this standard continue to pose challenges for merchant power plant applicants?  If so, 
please provide a detailed explanation of these challenges.   
 
How likely are new reactor applicants to fall into the category of merchant power plant 
applicants?  
 
Should Parts 50 and 52 have the same financial qualification requirements as Part 53?  Why or 
why not?  
 
Are there categories of merchant new reactor applicants for which a Part 70 “appears to be 
financially qualified” standard would be more appropriate?1  If so, please explain what types of 
applicants should be able to use the Part 70 financial qualification standard and what 
distinguishes these applicants from ones that should not be able to use this standard.   
 
If a Part 70 financial qualification standard were to apply to a category of merchant new reactor 
applicants, should it also apply to pre-construction license transfer applications for these 
reactors?  Why or why not?      
 
Is there another standard the agency should consider for financial qualification of merchant new 
reactor applicants?    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1 10 C.F.R. § 70.23(a)(5). 
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